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By Kim Murray, PhD
University Writing Center

Advice for the first stage:


Decide on your topic while you are taking
your classes: Build from the papers you
completed for one or more of your courses. A
thesis or dissertation is not the time to start
work in an area that’s new for you.



Expand a course paper. In many cases, the
most successful projects are expansions,
revisions, and tangents from your previous
course papers. It's not too hard to see why:
often you've done significant work on the
issue, and in many cases the original topics
were from a course taught by professors
(hence they are more likely to work with you).

Save even more time:
 Your proposal can often become

Chapters 1 & 2 of the dissertation.






Remember that you were a less mature writer
when you wrote your course paper.
Use the same topic area, but don’t rehash the
same paper with the same words, etc., unless
specific sections are so well done that you
can’t possibly replicate them.
If you piece it together, you probably won’t
remember that you’re repeating yourself, and
it takes more work to revise than re-write.




Answer a question (rather than survey an
area).
The best thesis/diss projects are ones that
address a problem within a field and try to
resolve it. Describing a situation (or defining
it) produces a report, not an analytical paper.
If you want to be competitive in the job
market or produce an award-winning
dissertation, don’t merely describe. Answer
a question!



Can your topic be productively explored in
the time you have?
 Don't obsess on a huge project or idea that would

cause you to become a perennial graduate
student.
 On the other hand, don’t choose a topic so narrow
that you'll struggle to find adequate information.



Often students finish their theses or
dissertations more efficiently when they work
within a major professor’s field of expertise.



What if you selected a topic in a new area
that none of your department’s faculty had
ever researched before? What would
happen?



Your topic should be more than just
interesting; it needs to pull you in rather
than drag you down.
(This is especially important to keep in mind if
your professor is suggesting a topic to you,
rather than picking your own.)





Write to learn. Writing should not be
completely separate from gathering data
(fieldwork) and writing it up. Writing,
thinking, and research are all linked together.
Avoid having too much information to
organize. If this has already happened, find a
way to focus on the KEY data and leave the
FRINGE data for another time.



Work with your adviser to establish an appropriate schedule
of visits. Make sure also that you have a meeting of minds
about what the work will be at each meeting:
 Are you supposed to just get together and chat

without a draft?
 Are you supposed to have read a selection of articles
each week or have written a chapter draft?
 Are you supposed to have revised a previous piece?
Professors differ widely in their expectations. Know
up front what yours wants, and be sure to stick to the
meeting schedule.

Spend about half your allotted time researching and the other
half writing.
Students can fall into either of two extremes:
1.
2.

80% reading/researching and 20% writing, which means
that they don't actually start pulling together their ideas and
writing a draft until it's already too late.
80% writing and 20% researching/reading, which means
their work is general; they meet with the advisor and attempt
to hide what they don’t know.

Good theses and dissertations require multiple drafts, with serious
revisions being made based on the comments of your adviser. All
of that takes time.

Alan MacFarlane, Professor at Cambridge
University, has authored 12 books and
supervised many theses and dissertations.


He says to avoid chapters longer than 40
pages (figured as 250 words per page).



Choose the right time, place, and method
that works for you. Write for 3 hours 5
days/week.

It’s not as hard as you think!






Sometimes qualitative studies (or case
studies) don’t “answer” a question, but,
instead, generate knowledge about a subject
or situation.
The quality of these studies resides in how
the writer links concepts.
Exemplary work illustrates a story that fits
into a fully developed conceptual picture that
is shaped from the data. (Narrative style is a
plus.)



Narrative style (example)

The crowd at the bus stop boarded the bus.


Can you SEE this? How could you write this in
a narrative form that would help readers
picture it without stretching the reality of the
event?



As its brakes screeched, the bus exhaled to a
stop and opened its doors. Two young men,
caps backward, ran to the backseats. A senior
couple shuffled through the fallen red and
yellow leaves. They struggled to reach the first
step, and the 30-ish looking woman who waited
with them took an elbow, one at a time, and
steered them to a bench seat. The rest, women
in red hats and purple dresses, held their purses
tight as they looked at a man slumped in his
seat, his hand gripping a bottle in a paper bag.

The crowd at the bus stop boarded the bus.


On September 9th, 2010, three males and six
females waited at the 34th street bus stop for
twenty minutes and boarded the bus at 5:09
pm. The age of the subjects ranged from 18
to 70.







Read your transcript with several different
colors of sticky tabs on hand.
Place one color on the page when you find
your first theme, and record what that color
means.
Finish looking for themes and add a new color
when you find a new theme.
Copy your ‘themes’ into separate documents
and look for more information within the
selection.

Most empirical dissertations follow the
AIMRAD format:






Abstract – all grad students have to do this
Introduction/Background
Methods
Results
Discussion







Includes a statement that places your work in
context and the main statement of the problem
Include your method of investigation, if applicable
(experiment, analysis, system design, etc.)
Your main results or observations
Your main conclusion(s) – what your work means
(just 1 or 2…not the whole thing)
Main recommendations (if appropriate) – if you
have several recommendations, include a section
titled “Recommendations” in your last chapter or
conclusion.





This is the Literature Review, which draws
connections and makes sense of the research
as it relates to your specific topic.
You may wish to create a series of headings
for the Lit Review, ones that work based on
the relationships you find.





Definitely use an objective style for this
chapter (because an ethnography or case
study also uses subjective narration; save that
for another section)
See example from Allan Glatthorn’s guide,
pg. 152

Outline prior to writing this section:
Sequence Options:
 Present sections in logical order
 Organize according to methods used for each
research question
 Sequence according to chronology
Note: the next few methodology slides come from
Glatthorn’s Writing the Winning Dissertation, pgs.
154-55. (Available in the UWC.)

Paragraph 1: “This chapter explains methods
used in carrying out the study, giving special
emphasis to the analysis of the data. It
should be noted at the outset that the
methodology was an evolving one that took
definite shape as the study progressed.”

First section:
The General Perspective
As a qualitative study, the research reported
here embodied both a quantitative and
qualitative perspective . . .

Second section:
The Research Context
This study took place in . . . . For purposes of
confidentiality, the location will be referred to
by a fictitious name, . . . .

Third section:
The Research Participants
Although the researcher was inevitably aware
of the actions of both the director and other
employees, his primary concern focused on
the . . . .

Fourth section:
Instruments Used in the Data Collection
Several instruments and recording processes
were used in the data collection. First, . . .

Fifth section:
Procedures Used
In carrying out the research design, several
specific procedures were used . . .

Sixth section:
Data Analysis
The data were analyzed using several
strategies. First, the data were reduced by . .
..

Last section:
Summary of the Methodology
Throughout this study, the methodology . . .

Ordering this section: Glatthorn’s suggestions:






By hypothesis
By research questions
By research method
By chronology
By variable (if they are critical to the study)

When using tables, don’t just repeat what is in
the table but discuss the highlights.
The same is true for using quotations: if you use
one, have a good reason, and don’t let the
quotation stand alone. Comment on it!

This section varies in regard to structure and
headings, but be sure to







Refer back to the literature review for ways
the results fit into a larger scheme or prior
research
Theoretical or other implications
Explanation of unanticipated findings
Implications for practice
Recommendations for further research

Verb tense use is usually discipline-specific.

Past tense for most situations….




Procedures and techniques: “The samples
were fixed in osmium tetroxide.” (describing
a procedure)
Results: Brown (1992) found that the
numbers of protozoa increased in mature
biofilm. (describing other people’s results)

Present tense for….




Established knowledge and existing
situations: “It has long been known that
plants flower (present) under environmental
conditions that maximize seed set and
development.”
Your answers to the research question:
“The results of this study suggest that….”

Present tense for….(cont’d)
 Illustrations
 Morphological, geological, and

geographical features
 The theoretical background (you
are describing established
knowledge)

Use the future form for…..
Materials and Methods section of a
research proposal

Increasing temperature occurred.
The purpose of this report is to describe
the different stages of waste-water
treatment.

Ex: “The color of the outfall was an
indication of severe pollution.”
Fixed: “The color of the outfall indicated
severe pollution.”
Ex: “We may therefore make the
supposition that….”

Look for words ending in ---tion or --ment
Also for using “achieved, accomplished,
carried out, performed, undertaken”
because they could possibly lead to a
distorted passive…..(see next slides)

Appropriate for technical and scientific
writing: “The pH was maintained at 6.8.”
Unacceptable: “I maintained the pH at
6.8.”
But passive voice can become distorted…

Note this progression:
1. Acid-etching removed the rust.
2. The rust was removed by acidetching.
3. Removal of the rust was . . . [missing
verb] by acid-etching.

Note this progression:
1. Cinderella dropped the glass slipper.
2. The glass slipper was dropped by
Cinderella.
3. Dropping of the glass slipper was
carried out by Cinderella.







Preventing Plagiarism:
http://uwc.cah.ucf.edu/handouts/Avoiding_Pl
agiarism.pdf
See handouts (“Example of Plagiarism” and
signal phrases)
Research Paper Writing:
http://uwc.cah.ucf.edu/handouts.php
Other issues with grammar (see above link)
and “Guide to Grammar and Writing,”
Grammar Girl, and Dave’s ESL Cafe.






OWL at Purdue:
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/ (for citations
in APA, MLA, Chicago, grammar, business
writing, research paper examples, integrating
quotes, etc.)
APA sample paper (see UWC resources)
UCF University Writing Center
http://uwc.cah.ucf.edu



Making an appointment for a writing
consultation (what you need to know)
http://uwc.cah.ucf.edu



Making an appointment for a research
consultation
http://library.ucf.edu/Reference/ResearchCon
sultations/Default.asp

That is, if you want to stay on task

 Five peers
 Compatible personalities
 Similar stages in the writing

process

 Exchange copies of the first section

with each other
 Meet once a week or once every
two weeks
 Feature two members’
writing/research per meeting and
spend 45 minutes for each.

 Featured writers will send an

agenda and copies t0 everyone
at least 3 days prior to the
session

 If you will have less than 4

attending, reschedule the
meeting.
 During the session, keep
criticism constructive

 Agree that each of you will spend

3 hours per week dedicated to
the group
 1 hour to read prior to the session
 2 hours to meet

 Provide 15 minutes each meeting

for group members to ask
questions or report on progress
 Write and sign a confidentiality
agreement with each other.

 Celebrate accomplishments
 Agree that discussion will be

focused on dissertation/thesis
writing ONLY.
 Writer should record discussion
of his or her work.

